
Welcome to AP® 
STUDIO ART 2D



“You can’t wait for inspiration. 
Sometimes you have to go after it 

with a club.” ~Jack London



     AP® 2-D Art and Design  Portfolio
Sustained Investigation and Selected Works 



“As individuals we 
always aim to improve 
our capacity for 
independent action as a 
way to survive on our 
own terms.”
 ~unknown



1. Sustained Investigation (60% of exam score)
This has 2 parts to document an inquiry-guided investigation through PRACTICE, 
EXPERIMENTATION, AND REVISION:

-15 digital images that include works of art, design documentation and process 
documentation.

-Typed responses to prompts, providing information about the questions that guided 
their investigation and how they practiced, experimented, and revised, (Guided by 
their questions).

2. Selected Works (40% of exam score)
THE BEST OF THE BEST!!!!!

Students will submit works of art and design and writing to demonstrate skillful 
synthesis of materials, processes, and ideas.

For AP 2-D Art: Five physical works or high-quality reproductions of physical works 
with written responses on paper describing the materials, processes, and ideas used.

 



WHA????

This means that 
YOU will have to 
ask YOUR own 
questions to  
YOUR own 
artistic 
investigation. 

Practice, 
experiment and 

revise artwork 
that directly 

seeks to answer 
your questions

A
N
D



Graham Wallas Creative Process 
Conscious and Unconscious Thought
https://www.brainpickings.org/2013/08/28/the-art-of-thought-graham-wallas-stages/ 

Preparation- Define the question. Research lots of different ideas 
with the question in mind. [Keep ideas handwritten, photo, sketch, 
swatch, technique. Keep all ideas because some may be useful/ 
better for later]

Incubation- Unconscious processing  allowing connections between 
the seemingly unconnected — these are the secret of genius.

Illumination- The “click” when your conscious is excited to bring the 
ideas to life. [hand written, photos, sketch, swatches, techniques, 
feedback, lots of mental and written refining]

Verification- is the deliberate evaluation and implementation of the 
plan. Consistently stepping back to critique and evolve. 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2013/08/28/the-art-of-thought-graham-wallas-stages/


In early May, students submit actual works of art and digital 

images of works for their 2-D Design portfolios. These works 

should demonstrate artistic growth and development.

All portfolios are assessed by at least seven highly experienced 

studio art educators (AP Studio Art teachers or higher education 

faculty) who apply standardized scoring criteria.

Encourage your students to visit the AP Studio Art 2-D Design 

student page for exam information and exam practice.

https://apstudent.collegeboard.org/apcourse/ap-studio-art-2-d-design/about-the-portfolio
https://apstudent.collegeboard.org/apcourse/ap-studio-art-2-d-design/about-the-portfolio


The works submitted for evaluation may have been produced in 

art classes or on students' own time and may cover a period of 

time longer than a single school year.

Any work that makes use of photographs, published images, or 

other artists' work must show substantial and significant 

development beyond duplication. This is demonstrated through 

manipulation of the formal qualities, design, or concept of the 

source. Students' personal, unique artistic vision should be 

clearly evident.





❧ The minimum submission number of works is 15.

❧ It remains unclear if the 5 selected works has to derive from the 15 or 
if they can be independent

❧ We will complete about 24+ works, PLUS 3 graded works over the 
summer (1 per month)

❧ During the 1st semester, you will need to complete @10 works each 
quarter, or roughly one to two works per week. The pace lessens 
slightly in the 3rd &4th quarters. 

❧ You will have to get used to working on more than 1 thing at a time!

❧ You will work steadily and aim to have the sufficient number of 
images by the end of the first semester. 

❧ You can then continue to refine your portfolio until May 10th 8am.  



“A mind that is 
stretched
can never go back to
its old dimensions”
—Oliver Wendell 
Holmes



TOP 10 Things TO DO:
❧ 1. Set yourself up for success by working a bit each day. Make time for 

yourself to be creative. Document your time.  

❧ 2. Take EXCELLENT pictures of EVERYTHING – especially work in 
progress!  But also get in the habit of photographing lots of inspiring 
images. ALL OF YOUR WORK must come from original photography and 
observation/ imagination for this portfolio. Stockpile ideas! Print photos. 

❧ 3. BUY A PORTFOLIO that you can bring artwork to and from school safely. 
Something like this: 
https://www.amazon.com/Pro-Art-PRO-7215H-Handle-25-Inch/dp/B00JRR2H7G/ref=sr_1_3?keywords=art+portfolio&qid=15597

37468&s=gateway&sr=8-3 

❧ 4. Buy a quality sketchbook. It will be a significant part of this process. 
Make a habit of using it daily- document everything. 

❧ 5. Begin brainstorming questions, prompts, themes, purposes to create.

https://www.amazon.com/Pro-Art-PRO-7215H-Handle-25-Inch/dp/B00JRR2H7G/ref=sr_1_3?keywords=art+portfolio&qid=1559737468&s=gateway&sr=8-3
https://www.amazon.com/Pro-Art-PRO-7215H-Handle-25-Inch/dp/B00JRR2H7G/ref=sr_1_3?keywords=art+portfolio&qid=1559737468&s=gateway&sr=8-3


TOP 10 Things TO DO:
❧ 6. Supplies; Michaels, Hobby Lobby, Amazon, Blick Art. Use coupons. 

Buy decent quality materials because this is a college class and you need to up 
your game. 
If you’re using colored pencils go with Amazon Prismacolor. They are cheaper 
than stores and a high quality for blending and burnishing.

❧ 7. Communicate with your peers in the group for critique. We are going to 
become a family working through this and it is important that we develop open 
honest communication for true feedback and success. 

❧ 8. Go to at least one art museum this summer. There are so many to  choose 
from. Go with friends and take your journals. Spend the whole day 
photographing, sketching, appreciating, and immersing yourself in ART!

❧ 9. Go on to the college board website and start familiarizing yourself with the 
program. 

❧ 10. COMMUNICATE with me all summer. Show me what you’re doing. Ask me 
for advice. If I’m around I’ll plein air with you or journal or go look at art! 



Getting Started
❧ Your summer Visual Journaling assignment one will be completed by the 

1st week of school.  “THIRTY”

❧ Thoroughly document your creative process on THREE works this 
summer; 1/month. [Max size is 16x20] Take photos of your work every day. 

❧ These will be graded and MAY be counted to your total if you decide to.

❧ I will provide 3 monthly check-ins at the public library where we can chat 
about progress and ideas, get feedback on your work, and stay on track for 
the start of school. Meetings will be @1 hour.    JULY 1st, JULY 29th, 
AUGUST 19th   10-11am  Check Google Classroom for changes/ additional 
times. 

❧ You have 75 days of summer vacation so you should have no less than 50 
sketches/drawings/idea generation pages/journal pages by the 1st week of 
school.  DRAW EVERY DAY!

❧ WRITE about your work and document everything about your process.

❧ Put dates on all of your journal entries. 

❧
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“Creativity is not a talent.
It is a way of operation”
—John Cleese


